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Abstract— we present real-time, stereo vision based
autonomous landing system for small Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAV) onto an unknown landing target. The paper describes the
algorithms and design of FPGA based co-processor implementing
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to implement real time object
tracking, 3D position estimation using Visual Odometry(VO),
Horizontal displacement and Euclidean distance from landing
target. This approach doesn’t require any explicit marker or
landing target, it estimates attitude, track safe landing area, and
compute distance and horizontal displacement form landing
target. Experimental results show suitability of the real-time
stereo vision landing approach using FPGA for tracking, that
doesn’t require any explicit landing marker.

used vision controller for pose estimation and elevated the
autonomous landing using “chessboard”-shaped pattern. In [4],
authors have designed a landing target with concentric white
rings on a black background, it is designed in a way that it can
be detected form both high and low heights. But the
autonomous landing approach using known markers is not
useful in situations like safe emergency landing or to determine
area to deliver payload etc [16].
Another approach for autonomous landing technique is to
go for without explicit marker or landing target, in such
scheme, the system tracks safe landing area, estimate attitude
and, measure distance of UAV from and landing pad using
stereo camera. [26] calculates only height, while [5] and [6]
have proposed algorithms to find safe landing area using
monocular camera, but fell short of proposing full autonomous
landing solution.
FPGA is widely used in UAVs for control [10] [11] [14]
and, visual tracking and Object recognition [8] [9]. An efficient
algorithm for object detection and tracking is implemented on
FPGA for real time performance by [12]. In [13] FPGA is used
for 3D perception and path planning. [15] Presents FPGA
based hardware architecture for vision processing on UAV, but
according to our knowledge no one reported FPGA based
landing solution.

Index Terms— UAV, autonomous landing, neural network,
FPGA implementation, real time object recognition, adaptive
learning

I. INTRODUCTION
Landing is the most critical and accident prone phase of the
UAV flight. Remotely controlled landing requires an
experienced pilot, because of limited situation awareness and
lack of realism. Pilot relies on video taken by onboard cameras.
Most of the accidents during landing are due to human factors.
Therefore, automated landing is preferable, as it increases
accuracy and do not suffer from fatigue. For Tactical UAVs,
normally highly precise and expensive external aid is used for
automatic landing, which is normally not available for small
UAVs due to cost, target environment and complexity. Vision
based automatic landing has got attention because it is passive,
less expensive, light weighted and low power consuming.
In this work, we have proposed a novel framework for
autonomous landing of Micro UAVs and Quad-rotors. We
evaluate the building blocks and define factors affecting the
performance. An evaluation on the suitability of neural
networks for object detection and tracking during the landing
phase of an autonomous Micro UAV has also been presented.
Then we present FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array)
based real time architecture for neural network, and we
evaluate the chip area requirements and performance numbers
of the architecture.
Most of the Vision based landing systems detect known
visual markers and compute relative pose estimation of the
vehicle. In [1] and [7], “H”-shaped landing pad is detected and
tracked for landing. black and white squared patterns used by
[2] for rotary UAV landing. Another work presented in [3]
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II. OVERALL FRAMEWORK OUTLINE
The basic idea of the paper is to track the landing area
identified by the safe landing area module, and measure the
Euclidean and horizontal displacement between landing target
and UAV. Visual representation of the Problem is shown in
fig. 2. Proposed method is implemented using C/C++ and
Matlab® based on OpenCV, and landing area tracking is
implemented in FPGA. For FPGA Development, data path
design is accompanied by extensive validation on practical
scenarios in the RTL simulations, then an FPGA realization of
the proposed architecture is performed to be able to evaluate
the area and power constraints of the system. The algorithmic
level development and evaluation was initially performed using
Matlab, Later an equivalent FPGA architecture is designed in
Verilog HDL while using Matlab as a golden model for
hardware verification (fig. 5). The overall architecture has been
synthesized on Xilinx XC2V1000 FPGA and area/power
analysis and computational capability of the proposed
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Figure 1: Algorithm for landing small UAV

a reference. In a second step there are two operations. a).
Visual Odometry which estimates the relative position and
rotation of the UAV and b). Tracking Landing target, it
includes Safe land detection module, and safe landing area
tracking and Euclidean distance measurement module, which is
tracking safe landing area and measures distance between
landing target and UAV.
At Visual Odometry module shown in fig. 3, image gain
correction, calibration and image rectification is performed in
calibration and pre-processing step. Then key-points are

architecture is presented in section IV. The real time matching
capability of the FPGA architecture clearly indicates the
usefulness of the framework. The prototyping board used as a
proof of concept is equipped with XC2V1000 FPGA with
onboard camera link based camera interface. The choice of a
low end FPGA is deliberate to prove the limited area
requirements of the proposed approach and its suitability
towards low power implementation.
Algorithm for proposed method is shown in fig. 1. In first
step stereo camera grabs the images, and left image is taken as
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Figure 2: Vision based landing of small UAVs
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extracted from left image using FAST [21], though there are
many algorithms to perform feature extractions like SIFT,
SURF etc. Since our algorithm is works in real-time i.e. 30fps,
therefore FAST is best choice because it is fast and detects a lot
key-points. Then, features/keypoints detected in left image are
mapped/matched with corresponding features in right image.
The feature in left image is searched in certain disparity limit
like 16 ×16 pixels square box in right image. Normalized
correlation is computed between feature in left image and all
potential features in that box using Zero normalized correlation
(ZNCC), a pair with largest correlations is considered as a
matched pair.
Next step is tracking location of key-point from frame to
frame. Kanade Lucas Tomasi (KLT) tracker is used to track
because it is apply affine distortion model to key-points which
helps performs better in large changes in appearance. Then,
disparity is calculated, which is horizontal displacement
between a particular feature in left and right image, that crosspond same point in the real world. At Triangulation step, 3d
points are calculated using disparity map. Outliers are rejected
using RANSAC and Rotation and translation is estimated using
3point algorithm. In the end drift is reduced using bundle
adjustment. The height calculated by the Visual Odometry
Pose estimation is used to calculate the horizontal displacement
between landing target and UAV.
At the Safe landing area detection Module, goal is to find
an appropriate site for landing, which should fulfill following
conditions [5].
1. The landing area is a flat and horizontal plane,
without obstacle (like trees, boxes, rocks, tables,
people etc.)
2. The landing area is big enough for UAV to land
3. The landing area must have sufficient features that it
can be tracked

State”. This module also adjusts the size of the this bounding
box, maximum size of this bounding box is defined, if the box
size grows larger than threshold then it creates another box at
the centre of that bounding box, which is equal less than
threshold, It is important because when altitude of UAV
decreases the size of safe Landing target will increase in size
(when the distance decreases), therefore we target the middle
of that landing target when UAV is approaching for landing.
So the output of this step is a bounding box whose size is less
than certain threshold. TLD tracker will track this bounding
box instead of previously it was tracking.
In feature tracking module, features are detected, matched
and tracked, in the state of landing area. The detail of this step
is explained in Visual Odometry section. Depth map is
calculated based on set of features tracked in previous step.
Using depth map and geometry of camera, 3D position (X, Y,
Z) of the point can be calculated. Camera model and parameter
bare calculated during camera calibration. Using this
information disparity can be turned into distance in the world
coordinate as shown in fig. 3. L and R are two cameras of
stereo setup and f is focal length of cameras. B is the distance
between two cameras, it is called baseline. Projected coordinate
of P on the left and right are denoted by ሺݔ ǡ ݕ ሻ and
ሺݔ ǡ ݕ ሻ. As the left is reference system, so the right camera

Ǧ 

Normally, Explicit is marker is used for landing and normally
the area where marker is place fulfill above given conditions
for it is beneficial to search if there is any marker, the marker is
searched using Neural network, but this marker is not used for
landing rather just to find safe landing site. Other module is
searching for safe site detection in parallel, If Neural network
fails to detect any explicit marker then this module finds
appropriate planner area for landing according to above
mentioned criteria. Safe Landing area detection is part of
ongoing research and we assume that safe area is already
detected and it is a bounding box around that safe area is input
into TLD tracker in tracking and Euclidean distance
measurement Module. Landing area tracking is implemented in
FPGA and explained in Section III.
At the, tracking and Euclidean distance measurement
module, the TLD tracker [16] is tracking safe landing area
from frame to frame. The TLD tracker has the uncanny ability
of performing robust, long term tracking of unknown objects at
much less computational cost. The TLD tracker divides the
task of tracking in three steps of Tracking-ModelingDetection[16]. The output of the TLD tracker is a bounding
box representing a safe landing area is called “Landing Area
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Figure 3: Stereo Visual Odometry (VO) pipeline

is rotated and translated with respect to left camera based on
fundamental matrix [F], and then equations are.
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approaching Landing target. Horizontal displacement may
contains certain errors, but gives us useful estimation to move
toward the landing target.

(2)
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Where ሺݔ െ ݔ ሻ is disparity݀.
Then,

(3)
ܼ ൌ
ௗ
As, we are using low cost and low quality camera, so some of
the distances will be erroneous and will give constant value
irrespective of the real distance from Landing state. We have
filter out these erroneous distance by averaging and equation
that gives actual distance using average distance and know
distance from object.
 ݀ܧൌ

III. ALGORITHMIC DISSECTION OF FPGA BASED TRACKING
The algorithmic level building blocks of automatic
identifier and classifier are as follows:
4.1- Image Acquisitioing and pre-processing:
Images are acquired in real time from onboard camera
based on camera link interface. The image is transmitted from
the camera in the form of high speed LVDS interface and
onboard decoder (National electronics DS90288) that translates
the serial interface to a compatible format where the data is
available on every positive edge of data. The FPGA preprocessing block is responsible for acquisitioning and storage
of input frame in the memory and to perform set of operations
to reduce noise and clutter. This block extracts features from
the input frame using Hough transform based feature extraction
logic. The UAV is assumed to have down-looking or side
looking camera to be attached to the processing platform. [23]
uses a front looking camera for obstacle avoidance and object
recognition. If needed, the acquired image is pre-processed to
generate a scaled and north-aligned image that is incompatibility with the satellite training data. The added cost of
computing affine transformation on the image helps in
improving the results for the classification process.

ሺσୀଵ ܼ ሻ
݊

Where, Ed is an average Euclidean distance of all points and
n is total number of disparities found within the Safe land state.
Using epipolar constraint, possible two-dimensional search in
stereo images can be reduced to a one dimensional line.
Horizontal displacement is calculated using trigonometric
relations. It is calculated using pose estimation data give by
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4.2- Detection and Segmentation:
This block extracts the features of the acquired visual
sensor data from the background. At this point, the model
building of the input information does not take expected
matching features. The goal is just to extract features
irrespective of their potentiality of being a match. The
presumed region of search based on features extracted from
pre-processing block is evaluated for its candidacy as
belonging to a potential target. The geometric features like
corners, line segments are used a yardstick for definition of the
target. This block must perform automatic feature extraction
autonomously. The point distribution based classification of
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Figure 4: Distance estimation.

Visual Odometry (VO) and IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit).
As height and Euclidean distance is know so horizontal
displacement is calculated using simple trigonometric relations.
It can also be calculated using height and angle ߙ between
height and Euclidean distance, this angle can be measured
using IMU. Another option is, using angle  and Euclidean
distance, height can be calculated, and then horizontal
displacement is calculated using height and Euclidean distance.
This method is more accurate than other methods, because
uncertainty in Euclidean distance decreases, when UAV is

Figure 5: Neural Network RTL Development and Verification
Methodology

the density estimation is affected by size of object, feature
scaling and data dimensionality. The implementation is based
on point model of object surfaces where the point presents an
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object surface through a set of points. This model is used for its
simplicity in real time implementation using an embedded
platform. This model can be used as input to the neural
networks based classifier that performs registration of
measurement points on the reference points to evaluate the
distance of the two signals for real time classification. The
detected points are passed through a decimation filter to obtain
set of optimal points that may be compatible with the active
memory of the neural network where measurement of distance
is performed using a non-linear classifier like KNN between
the model feature and the measurement point set.
Apparently, the only available criterion for outlier
identification is based on distance measurement and type of
distance computation plays a pivotal role in this. As shown in
the results section, it is obvious that the error definition based
on distance cannot be the used as the only criteria of decision
due to its non-zero false acceptance rate. It is recommended
that a series of recognition may be performed and results may
be updated for increased confidence and minimize the distance.
There are a few factors that add to the complexity of object
identification involving object variations when viewed from
different view angles, Vehicle attitude in 6-DOF, different
shadows and lightening conditions that require a robust
algorithm for feature extraction and matching, making it even
challenging to implement in a real time low power hardware
architecture. Our feature extraction relies on low computations
and is possible using FAST corner detector [19]. FAST
evaluates a set of pixels to classify it as a feature. If a small
subset of sample data shows minimal variance, the pixel set is
not classified as a feature. Rostern [19] perform 12 tests for 12pixels to declare that set a feature and only two conclude that a
feature does not exist in that. Due to its better response to the
high frequency contents of the image (that has higher potential
of being a feature), we used FAST with N=9. FAST algorithm
relies on a set of if-else conditions and due to highly regular
structure of the hardware design; a high level of hardware reutilization is possible that reduces a lot of chip area. A
reference C-implementation of FAST corner detector is
available from the website that served as a golden reference of
RTL development. The results from feature extraction are
applied as a feature template to ANN.

matching by minimizing the distance between the learnt model
features and measurement points.
4.3-B: Hardware Implementation of the Classifier
The mechanics of KNN function Classifier offers enormous
computational flexibility and hence offers power and storage
advantage over traditional linear search methods. The active
memory cells can be loaded with new contents by a series of
writes and the network can be armed to match a series of
templates just in a fraction of time instances. The matching
performance of classifier based architecture remains linear over
the range of examples for recognition [22], which is unlike the
processor architecture where the computational complexity
grows exponentially with the amount of data to be matched
primarily due to fixed number of cycles to perform match of
the input sequence. The core of the architecture is based on
associative memories. The association between input pattern
{μ1, μ2, μ3, μ4, μ5, --- μn} and the expected output for each
sample {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ---- n} determine the weights
in the neural network that are adjusted during the learning
process and define the (mostly) non-linear relationship between
input and output pattern. The network can produce associative
pattern [17] and desired response pattern during the evaluation
of input sequence that is similar to stored sequence.
FPGA based realization of KNN classifier offers high
degree of parallelism and flexibility in numeric precision
(depending on the application requirement). The weights of the
neural network can be easily updated just by simple writes to
the elements in the FPGA Block RAM. For very large patterns
of neurons, the building blocks may be resource shared while
the weights of the neural network may be stored in on-board
SRAM.
The building blocks of ANN are as follows:
1- Input/output Data interface (the overall system is
designed to be AHB compatible, the data interface is designed
to be an AHB slave.
2- Distance Calculation (we used Euclidean norm for
distance calculations). The hardware building of square root
implementation is accomplished by square root approximation,
that exponentially reduce the overall computation as compared
to Cordic or Newton Raphson Method of square root core from
the Xilinx[24]. Factors like numeric precision requirements can
significantly affect the overall chip area. Floating point IEEE
754 presentation serves as reference expected numerical results
and the hardware realization is based on fixed point arbitrary
formats, where the size of the multiplier is reduced by dropping
bits at input patterns and possibility of transforming a
multiplier to nearest 2n to achieve it as a simple logic. In order
to accomplish an optimized implementation, we used fixed
point C-implementation of the Golden model for quantization
noise analysis and defined optimum word length that has
minimal effect on the system performance while offering
significant area reduction.

4.3- Classification:
The feature extracted template is applied to classifier block
that performs matching with target features. Using the
methodology based on ANN, we have eliminated requirements
for centroid calculation and many other feature extractions
which was practically impossible in a real time system
operating in a power constrained environment. The Target
templates are pre-built that are based on complete or partial
target information and is saved as a knowledge base.
Compared to template based matching, the template based
matching can be very sensitive to affine moments. On the
contrary, if the extracted features are matched based on reliable
features, the KNN based classifier gives minimal distance for
similar objects and can confidently reject similarities amongst
different classes. The neural network performs a series of
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3- Control Block: It is responsible for control of data flow
in the real time application to the distance calculation block,
fetching required data and updating weights. The length of
feature vector is parameterized and this can be varied from 8 to
1024, based on the requirements of the application and
available chip area on the FPGA, the neurons with a fixed
depth of feature vector can be generated. For the sake of our
implementation, we have implemented a group of 8-Neurons
each with 128-Byte feature (implemented as a byte wide data
path in FPGA to process gray scale data). The chip area is
reported in the results section. The Building blocks are shown
in Fig. 6.
As shown in fig. 6, above, the overall Neural network in
FPGA is implemented as a set of 8-Neurons. These 8-neurons
are constituted by 128-byte weights. Byte wide data storage for
weights is chose to simplify the design and it compatibility
with Gray Scale images. The length of the critical path in
FPGA approaches to 85ns in XC2V1000 FPGA and limits the
frequency of operation of the neural network to 11 MHz. This
frequency is low as compared to the other design components
yet is meets the performance number requirements due to
parallel nature of the architecture with wider data paths. The
control block manages the data to be applied to the network
during the learning process and the results are read and sorted
in the control block to define a match with the given data set.
The KNN classifier primarily is based on presentation from
Duda Hart[20]. The K-Nearset Neighbor classification rule is
typically assumed to based on density estimation, yet the
classifiers are very popular due to they simplicity of design and
implementation and interpretation. The KNN based network
allows all the neurons to fire for a sequence and relevant
distance can be sorted to obtain the closest match. This may
increase the overall complexity when dealing with massively

Stereo camera is calibrated using Matlab® toolbox for camera
calibration and minrou camera calibration software, accuracy
of distance measurement depends on calibration, large size of
chessboard increases the accuracy.
Safe Land area is tracked using FPGA, in the preliminary
set of experiments, we learnt 8-feature vectors corresponding
to a landing stripe that could be recognized in real time by the
ANN based matching engine. This requires the implementation
of 8-KNN based neurons in the FPGA. The 8-neurons are
allocated in the FPGA. Each extracted feature is matched with
all set of neurons and the distance is calculated in real time. If
the distance lies within the acceptable threshold, that would be
an indicative of acceptable match. Depending upon the view
angle, and vehicle orientation, more training data can be
helpful. The probability of getting false acceptance is inversely
proportional to the number of allocated neurons.
Matching efficiency with crude level of feature extraction is
around 71%. Out of 5000 Patterns, we were able to match
around 3478 with FAR of 8%. More training data can help
improve the performance.
The block diagram of data flow and corresponding sample
images are shown in fig. 6:

Figure 7: Image operations

Figure 8: a). Sample Original Image b). Features from FAST are marked

From the block diagram, it is clear that autonomous landing
based on neural network and feature extraction capitalizes the
edges of the runway as clear features and neural network look
for similar pattern in the test image.
The FPGA based architecture allows efficient control over
the cycle count of the application. In our architecture, we are
able to achieve the completion of weight adjustment per byte of
input data (for a new pattern during learning phase) in 31clock cycles. The FPGA area report for 16-KNN based neurons
is shown in Table 1 (on XC2V1000FG456 FPGA). The are
requirement of these systems is strictly dependant on the
requirement of numeric precision. Higher precision
requirement can significantly increase chip area requirement
that make it impossible to fit inside small FPGA. The square
root implementation based on approximation has its own
limitations and it can result in huge errors for large numbers.

Figure 6: Arrangement of Neurons and Controller on a shared bus

large data sets with many neurons. The learning is performed
in incremental steps. For each new applied pattern, the distance
measurement defines whether to learn the pattern or not.
Sufficient learning is mandatory before field deployment. Gaps
in the space can result in a situation where model can never be
discovered from the input pattern and set is simply rejected due
to high distance values. The probability of such situation is
pretty high due to the fact that we can see some false positives
due to noise during image segmentation or feature extraction.
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For smaller numbers, however, like pixels gray scale, these
limitations don’t disturb the results. The Proposed framework
has shown a lot of tolerance for scale variations when the
feature distance is computed based on Absolute Norm. The
variations in other affine moments like rotation limit the
performance of the framework and may increase False
Rejection if the movements are larger than 25 degrees in either
direction.

estimation and distance estimation between UAV and landing
target. The software components mandate efficient coding to
meet real time deadline while safe landing state tracking is
primarily implemented in FPGA .This work describes a design
and evaluation of a custom FPGA implementation of a KNN
based classifier tacking Landing state. This evaluation can be
used as a yardstick for further development. The caveats of
feature extraction with limited available computational power
can be resolved by working on low power yet better feature
extraction and training data. The preliminary results presented
are encouraging and we are working on further investigation
and extension of our experiments. Our ongoing research
includes automatic safe land detection using SLAM and
semantic map. We are still developing FPGA realization of

Table 1. FPGA area for 16-KNN based neurons

The tracker detects the safe Landing area from frame to frame
and output of the module is the bounding box as shown in fig.
9a, as UAV approaches target for landing and size of the target
increases, when the size of the bounding box increases from
Threshold size the Landing area module automatically
decreases the size of the safe Landing area as shown in fig. 9b.
Visual Odometry module is working in real time at 30 fps;
timing required to execute each module on intel® core i5 is
shown in Table 2. drift is reduced using key-frame selection
and nonlinear refinement.

Figure 9: a). Landing area state,

b). After redefining Landing area state

some of the building blocks in this architecture, otherwise
implemented using software modules. Integration in a Run
time framework [25] with the given IP sets can help envision a
complete framework for intelligent robotics. Such run time
framework can help utilize low cost FPGA in implementing
complex architectures using real time context switching and
can be used as an enabling technology for rapid development
of electronics for intelligent robotics.
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